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Abstract. In this paper we describe a double-pulsed electronic speckle
interferometry system. Two separated speckle patterns are recorded within few
microseconds using a charge·coupled device camera, the two images are then
stored in a frame grabber and the subtraction method is applied. A quantitative
analysis of the fringes using the spatial-carrier phase-shift method is presented.
The results show that this method is well suited to study transient vibrations.

Introduction
Electronic speckle pattern interferometry (ESPI) has been widely used for the
deformation measurement and vibration analysis. However only when the test object
is vibrating sinusoidally, it is possible to use time averaged ESP! [1-4].
For transient vibrations (e.g. in the analysis concerning the vibration produced
by a running engine), we are interested to know what happens in a time interval of
few microseconds. For this application it is not possible to apply time averaged
techniques. Until now double-pulsed holographic interferometry has been used to
measure this kind of vibration [5]. Holographic interferometry has the disadvantage
that it needs the recording and the reconstruction of a hologram . For the recording a
photographic plate or a thermo-plastic camera is usually used. The hologram is then
reconstructed usually with a continuous laser and viewed with a charge-coupled
device (CCD) camera. This process is time consuming.
Double pulsed ESPI enables one to obtain co rrelation fringes corresponding to
the displacement without recourse to any form of photographic processing and plate
relocation.
An ESPI method using a double-pulsed ruby laser is described in [6] and [7] .
Where the pulse separation can be a few microseconds and the two speckle images are
added using a video tube camera. The correlation fringes obtained are of poor
contrast.
In this paper we will describe a double-pulsed ESPI system which uses the
su btraction method. Two separated speckle patterns are recorded within few
microseconds using a CCD camera. The two images are then stored in a frame
grabber and the subtraction method is applied. The correlation fringes obtained are
of good contrast.
The quantitative analysis of the interference fringes can be carried out in
different ways. Techniques are presented and compared in [8], namely the phase
shift and the Fourier methods. The Fourier method as described in [9] needs only
one interferogram but is not as accurate as the phase shift method. In the phase shift
method three, four or more interferograms are needed . In continuous speckle
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interferometry the shift is usually introduced with a piezoelectric transducer which
can however not be used with a pulsed laser. In the spatial-carrier phase-shift
methods [10] all the information necessary to reduce an interferograrn to a phase map
is recorded simultaneously. This method was successfully applied to the Zeiss
interferometer [11] and to continuous speckle interferometry [12- 15] . In this paper
we will present its application to double pulsed speckle interferometry.

2.

Recording of two pulses separated by few microseconds with a CCD
camera

A laser illuminates an object with two pulses temporally separated by few
microseconds. OUf purpose is to record two images corresponding to the two pulses
by using a CeD camera.
Consider an interline transfer
camera (fig. 1). This camera consists of an
array of photosensors each connected to a tap on a vertical shift register. When
illuminated, the photo sensors generate charges that after a period of time are
transferred in the shift register which is covered to prevent generation of new
charges. The time necessary to transfer the charges from the photosensors to the
shift register is short (2 or 3 microseconds for the Sony XC-77 camera used in our
experiment) since it involves only a parallel transfer from each photosensor to the
adjacent one. After the charge transfer the readout of the shift register starts and the
photosensors of the camera are ready to capture a new image.
For our particular case we recorded the first pulse and we transfered the charges
to the shift register, after this transfer we recorded the second pulse and read the two
images (first image in the shift register and second image in the photosensors) in two
normal readout cycles. A triggering unit performs a RESET (transfer of the charges
into the shift register) after-the firing of the first pulse. To achieve this task we used an
external synchronization which initiates a new readout cycle after the firing of the
first laser pulse.
Before the firing of the laser pulses there should be no charges in the
photosensors and in the shift register. This condition can be satisfied easily
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Figure 1.

Interline-Transfer Imager.
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(especially when we are in a dark room), there is also no light incident on the sensors
before the firing of the laser.
For our experiments we used a ruby laser (wave length 694nm), which can emit
two high energy pulses separated by few microseconds. The temporal width of each
pulse is typically 20 ns and the temporal separation of the two pulses can be chosen to
be between 1 j.lS and 1 ms with an accuracy of 1 JlS. Each pulse has typically an energy
of 1 J. The laser control unit provides an electrical pulse about 1 ms before the firing
of the first laser pulse (this time interval can be known with an accuracy of 1 J.lS). This
signal is used to synchronize the CCO camera. The camera used in our experiment
has 756(H) x 581 (V) picture elements and each cell has a size of 11 11m x 1111ffi. Since
it is an interlaced camera, it is not possible to transfer the charges of all the elements
at the same time but only the odd or the even lines, therefore we can use only half of
the vertical resolution, but still good results can be obtained as it will be shown in the
next Section . The two images are then digitalized and stored in a frame memory
where they can be analysed. For our experiments we used a VFG frame grabber
manufactured by Imaging Technology (1024 x 1024 x 12 bits). The stored images
have the dimension of 512(H) x 256(V) pixels and have 256 grey levels (eight bit).

3. Electronic recording of two speckle pattern of a vibrating object The system used is shown in figure 2. The beam comjng from the ruby laser is
split into two beams, the object beam (90% of the total energy) and the reference
beam (10010 of the total energy). The object beam is enlarged by a diverging lens (L ,)
and it illuminates the object (0). The object is imaged on the CCD camera by the lens
L2 which in our experiment has a focal length of/2 = 60 mm. The aperture in front of
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Figure 2. Experimental set-up for double pulsed ruby laser ESPI. M and as are mirrors and
beam-splitters respectively, Llo L2 and Ll are lenses, PH is a pinhole, AP is an aperture .
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the lens L'1, has a diameter of about 2 mm, the mean dimension of the speckle in the
sensor plane was about d. = 20 J.lffi. This is calculated using the well known formula
d.=lfID where l=0·69 ~m,j=60mm and D=2 mm. The reference beam is filtered
by the spatiaJ filter composed by a microscope objective (L3) and a 20 J..lm pinhole
(PH). The operation of filtering is necessary because the beam coming from the ruby
laser is not of good optical quality. Before the alignment of the pinhole, the reference
beam and the object beam were adjusted in a manner that the virtual image of the
reference point source (point where the microscope objective focalizes the beam)
coincide with the centre of the aperture AP, In this manner the two beams will have
about the same front-curvature. The adjustment is done by shifting the microscope
objective in x, y and z directions. After that the pinhole is inserted. For the alignment
of the system we used a He-Ne laser collinear with the ruby laser.
In our experiment the object used was a round metal plate (diameter= 200 mm)
fixed at its centre. The plate was excited using a pendulum. The two pulses were fired
about t s after the impact of the pendulum with the plate. The two images of the
vibrating object were recorded with a CCD camera as described in Section 2,
digitalized and stored into the frame memory. Since the two laser pulses usually do
not have the same energy, a normalization of the two recorded speckle images is
necessary. The images are then subtracted one from the other and the absolute value
is taken and stored into the frame grabber.
Figure 3 shows the results for the vibrating plate after the subtraction between
the two speckle pattern. In figure 3 (a) the pulse separation was 100l1s and in figure
3 (b) 50 )!S. Notice that only the central part of the vibrating plate (about 18 x 12 cm 2 )
is displayed. The pictures were taken from a TV monitor. At the right side of the
picture it is possible to seen the pendulum bar covered by horizontal fringes. Notice
that the results shown in figure 3 represents a single mode of the plate. Given by the
fact that we do not have a triggering system it was not possible to study what happens
just after the shock when many modes appear to compete between themselves until
one mode installs definitely. It is of course possible to record two speckle patterns
separated by less than SO microseconds. As has been seen in Section 2 that the
transfer from the charges into the shift register takes only 2 or 3 microseconds. The
electronics used until now did not allow to record images separated by less than 30 ps.

4.

Quantitative analysis of the Cringes

4.1. Description of the method
The Fourier method as described in [9] was used at first to analyse the fringes of
figure 3. This method needs only one interferogram but is not as accurate as the
phase shift method, the obtained phase maps were of poor quality and it was not
possible to reconstruct the object deformation. The spatial-carrier phase-shifting
method is particularly well suited to be used for a quantitative analysis in the case of a
pulsed laser. The arrangement used is practically the same as the one shown in figure
2. The only difference is that the reference beam is tilted by an angle 0 with respect to
the optical axis. In the image plane (where the CCD sensor is located) the speckle
image of the object to be tested is then modulated with a carrier frequency having a
period PM = )'/sin 6. The angle 6 is chosen so that the phase difference between the
reference and object beam changes by a constant a: from one pixel of the CCD camera
to the other as shown in figure 4. In this figure a: was chosen to be 90°, thus
PM=(360/90) f1x=4Ax, where Ax is the spacing between two adjacent pixels of the
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Figure 3.

Speck le interferogram of a vibrating plate recorded with pulse separations 01
I()() ~ (aJ and 50 ~s (bJ.
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Rel ative difference between the reference and the object beam with respect to the
CCD-camera pixels (cr: = 90°).
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ceD camera. The first speckle pattern SP 1 with the object in position Oland the
second SP z with the object in position O 2 are recorded and stored in the frame
grabber. We considered the three-interferogram method. The intensity distribution
11 is obtained in the following manner: the speckle pattern SP2 is shifted one pixel
left (digital shift in the frame grabber) with respect to SPI> a subtraction between the
pattern is then performed, the square module is taken and the image averaged
(equation 1
The second interferagram with an intensity distribution 12 is
obtained by subtracting the speckle image SP z from SPl> by taking the square
module and by averaging (equation (1
The third interferagram with intensity
distribution 13 is obtained by shifting to the right by one pixel SP z with respect to
SP I , by subtracting, by taking the square module again and averaging (equation

a» .

b».

(1

e».

I, (x , y) = ( ISP, (x , y) - SP ,(x - Ax, y)I),

(1 a)

I,(x, y) = ( ISP, (x, y) - SP,(x, y)I ) ,

(1 b)

f,(x, y) = ( ISP, (x, y) - SP ,(x + Ax, y)I ).

(1 e)

The three intensities can thus be written in the following manner:

I,(x,y) =10' (x,y){l +b,(x, y) cos [,p(x,y) -aJ),

(2 a)

1,(x,y)=10,(x,y){1 +b,(x,y) cos [,p(x,y)J} ,

(2 b)

1,(x,y)=10,(x,y){1 +b,(x,y) cos [,p(x,y) +aJ) .

(2 e)

10 , U= 1 • 2, 3) are the average intensities, hi are the modulation factors , ex is the
constant phase shift and </J is the interference phase that has to be extracted. In order
to apply this method it is necessary that the speckles are still correlated after the
image shift of one pixel, this involves that the pixel size should be greater than the
period PM . If this condition is satisfied we will obtain 101 =::!Ioz =::!IOJ' and hi =::!b z =::!h J •
In this case equation (2) become a system with three equations and three unknowns,
it is thus possible to calculate the phase </J(x, y) at each point by using the well-known
relation:
</J=arctan (

•
1, - 1, )
tan - ,
1,+1, -21,
2

(3)

where tan (ex/2) is unity if the phase shift is 90°. For more details see [13].

4.2. Experimenta.J results
The experimental set-up used in Section 3 is considered. Only two modifications
were introduced to perform the experiments with the off axis reference.
(1) the beam-splitter was slightly tilted in order to have an angle lJ between the

reference and object beams. This angle was chosen equal to 0·69/44 rad, in
order to have a modulation period PM =44 jlm = 4Ax.

(2) the aperture was a slit (1 x 3 mm'). Using such an aperture the mean speckle
dimension in horizontal direction (x direction) was d. =4-1 .... m. (d, =AfID,
where A. = 0'69 .... m.J = 60 mm and D = 1 mm). This speckle size is about equal
to 4- x 11 jlm (4 x pixel size). The speckle dimension in the y direction can be
smaller and in our case was about 131lm.
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The plate was excited using a pendulum and the two pulses were fired about 1 s
after the impact of the pendulum with the plate, the pulse separation was 200 )JS. The
two images of the vibrating object were recorded with a CCD camera as described in
Section 2, digitalized and stored in the frame memory. The two speckle patterns are
normalized and the digital method described in 4·1 is applied. The three interferograms obtained are shown in figure 5 (a-c). Notice that the image (0) is about the
' inverse' ofthe image (c), this means that the phase shift between these two images is
about 1800 • The three images are than filtered by using a 7 X 7 convolution low pass
filter and a 7 x 7 convolution mean filter. After the filtering operation the
interferograms were evaluated by using equation (3) . The phase map is shown in
figure 5 (d). Figure 5 (e) shows a pseudo 3D representation of the deformation of the
central part of the plate, troubles caused by the pendulum crossing the object can be
seen (the diameter of the analysed area in figure 5 (e) was about 10cm).

(a)

(b)

(e)

(d)

(e)

Figure 5. Phase-shifted speckle interferograms of a vibrating plate recorded with a pulse
separation of 200~ . (a) _90°, (b) 0°, (e) 90°C, (d) phase-map, (e) pseudo-3D
representation of the deformation .
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Conclusions

The double-pulsed speckle interferometry method described in this paper, is a
powerful tool for the analysis of vibrations. I n particular the pulse separation in the
range of 0'01 [0 1 ms will allow to study transient events .
The spatial-carrier phase-shift method can be applied without problems using a
two pulse ruby laser and this aHows a quantitative analysis of the fringes.
This method is very much simpler than the double pulse holographic interferometry and allows a quick analysis of the interferograms without the development
of films and hologram reconstructions. It is thus well suited to be used in an
industrial environment.
At present the quantitative analysis is not as accurate as in the case of holographic
interferometry. In fact the speckle~size during our experiments was quite large
(40 j.1m) because the CCD camera used in the experiment has pixel cell dimensions of
II x 11 Ilm 2 . It is possible to use a camera with smaller pixels in order to decrease the
speckle size and thus to increase the resolution.
I t should be noted that during the experiments reported above, the ruby laser was
operated close to its threshold (in fact the objects were quite small). By operating the
ruby laser at higher energy it is possible to record interferograms of larger object e.g.
I x I m2.
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